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Israeli Warsaw Ghetto Methods:
U.S., Europe Are Accountable
by Paul Gallagher

Repeated public warnings by U.S. Presidential pre-candidate ship in past weeks. LaRouche will throw his authority on
this matter—establishedby his precise warningssince SharonLyndon LaRouche against “the insane fascism of Ariel

Sharon,” were terribly confirmed by an Israeli officer’s report first made his move for power in September 2000—into the
drive to hold the U.S. and European governments accountableto the dailyHa’aretz on Jan. 25: The Israeli Defense Forces

(IDF) have been studying the 1943 military tactics of the Nazi for the consequences. “The United Stateshas the leverage to
stop this,” LaRouche said.SS against the Jewish resistance in the Warsaw Ghetto, for

application against the Palestinians of the West Bank and
Gaza today. No Denying Reality

The anonymous IDF officer’s shocking confession wasLaRouche, in response, emphasized that the revealedin-
tention of the IDF and Israeli Prime Minister Sharon, to adopt reported in a Jan. 25 article by veteranHa’aretz reporter Amir

Oren, on Sharon’s moves toward eliminating Yasser Arafatspecifically Nazi methods of war against a resisting popula-
tion, must be brought to the doorstep of the European govern- and the Palestinian Authority. The article appeared in the

English-language edition ofHa’aretz two days later. Whitements and especially the U.S. Bush Administration. The
White House has increasingly given a green light to Sharon’s House spokesman Ari Fleischer, on Jan. 27, heatedly refused

to answerEIR’s questions on it, saying that he “does notcampaign to assassinate and eliminate the Palestinian leader-

For various reasons, at the present moment, I am
elected to say publicly what must be said, loud and clear,
if an ongoing, monstrous crime against humanity is to beGötterdämmerung
stopped, as it was not stopped in the comparable case ofIn Palestine the Warsaw Ghetto.

Current operations by the Israeli Defense Forcesby Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
within the territory of the Palestinian Authority, are as
exact a copy as history might ever find, of the Nazi opera-

January 30, 2002 tions of April 19-May 16, 1943 against the Jewish Warsaw
Ghetto. The facts of the matter are already clear. All that

Someone must stick his neck out, to bring this raging Mid- remained to be settled, until now, was whether or not solid
dle East horror to a close. At the present moment, the proof existed, that the relevant Israeli officials were fully
Israeli efforts toeradicate thePalestinians, are theprincipal aware of the awesome similarity of their current actions to
detonator for a potential, worldwide, continuing religious the events as described in the famous Nuremberg Trial
and ethnic warfare; a war from which no nation, no person documentation, the “Stroop Report.”
can be safe. According to the documentation referenced here, the
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Are the Israeli Defense Forces
studying the deportation and
liquidation tactics in the 1943
Warsaw Ghetto, of Nazi Maj. Gen.
Jürgen Stroop (third from left)? Ariel
Sharon’s spokesman hardly bothers to
deny it.

respond to reports with no names attached.” But Sharon’s own The European Union, on Jan. 28, did issue a statement
including the demand that “ the Israeli government must with-press spokesman, Ra’anan Gissen, was unblushing. Asked by

EIR on Jan. 30 about IDF officers studying the Nazi Warsaw draw its military forces and stop its extrajudicial executions,
lift the closures and all restrictions imposed on the PalestinianGhetto strategy, Gissen replied, “Some officers may have

been looking at that. They thought that it was similar, because people and its leadership, and freeze [Israeli] settlements [in
the Occupied Territories].” The EU also protested Israel’syou would be fighting street-by-street against the Palestin-

ian Authority.” deliberate “destruction of Palestinian infrastructure and other
facilities which help Palestinians in their economic, social,“The real problem,” Gissen claimed, in answer to a second

question, “ is those who refuse to serve.” A movement has and humanitarian development”— such destruction was a
hallmark of the Nazi SS liquidation of the Warsaw Ghettobegun among Israeli reservists, resisting the IDF’s strategy.

“They may have to face a court-martial. They will have to and other populations.
But this is a pale reflection of the action the United Statesface the consequences, if they do not serve when they are

called up; that is the real problem.” must take—similar to President Dwight Eisenhower’s strong

Stroop Report was originally issued by the Nazi Major- From evidence which confirms the essential message of
General Stroop of police, who was acting as commander that Ha’aretz account, including the current circulation
of those operations against the Warsaw Ghetto. According of the referenced Stroop Report, there is no doubt that
to the documentation supplied, the original report was “a the Israeli Defense Forces command’s current actions,
75-page, day-by-day account of the operation, prepared express those officials’ intention to replicate upon the
for Himmler, and first displayed by [then U.S. Nuremberg Palestinian territory effects essentially similar to the April
prosecutor Robert] Jackson. It was entitled ‘The Warsaw 19-May 16, 1943 extermination operations against the
Ghetto Is No More!’ [‘Es gibt keinen jüdische Wohnbezirk Warsaw Ghetto. Essentially, only the names of the victims
in Warschau mehr!’].” The special version of that report have changed.
to which I refer, is to be found in the Mazal Library and This Ha’aretz report is extremely significant in itself.
Holocaust History Report, available through www.holo- It reflects a growing expression of the horror sensed by all
caust-history.org/works/stroop-report. sane Israelis, of whatever party, at the prospect that Israel

The relevant connections between act and intention, might continue the kinds of crimes being conducted under
were brought to my attention through a report, entitled the umbrella of the Ariel Sharon government. Despite
“At the Gates of Yassergrad,” fi led by Amir Oren in the Sharon and the present IDF command, the Jewish tradition
Jan. 27 English edition of the Israeli newspaper Ha’aretz. (continued next page)
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moves in 1956 which forced Israel to withdraw from its inva- meetings during January, Peres warned other cabinet mem-
bers that Israel was committing acts for which they mightsion of Egypt (see article in this section). That strong pressure

will have to be backed up with serious financing for an eco- wind up being prosecuted as war criminals. “A government,”
says Levy’s letter, “ that deliberately sabotages every Palestin-nomic development strategy for peace in the region.
ian effort to achieve quiet, that utterly humiliates their leaders,
for whom vengeance is the sole motivating force . . . can no‘Jewish Resistance’ in Israel

Within Israel, a backlash against “becoming fascists” had longer be forgiven.”
LaRouche, since June 2001, has repeatedly reminded Is-already begun to rise before Jan. 25—even after the Sharon

government’s success over the past year in making the Israeli raelis that they cannot win a war fought on fascist principles,
in the midst of a global economic collapse which is wreckingpublic increasingly hysterical against the Palestinian leader-

ship and the Oslo peace process. Close to 100 Israeli military Israel’s economy as well. The kind of continually spreading
religious war which is the fruit of such actual war crimes, willreservists (as of Jan. 30) have signed a public statement de-

claring, “We will no longer fight beyond the Green Line for in time destroy Israel itself, LaRouche has warned.
More Israeli civilians and soldiers have been killed sincethe purpose of occupying, deporting, destroying, blockading,

killing, starving, and humiliating an entire people.” The re- Sharon took power in January 2001 than in the entire preced-
ing six years of the Oslo peace process which he denounces.servists want to get 500 behind the statement and launch a

broad social campaign. Car-bombing and suicide-bombing civilian casualties now
occur almost daily. Sharon himself is facing a trial in Belgium,Israeli Knesset (parliament) member Roman Bronfman

has formed a new Democratic Choice party in an effort “ that in which he will be charged with having committed war
crimes as Defense Minister in 1982, in connection with thewill prevent Israel from deteriorating into a state of ordinary

fascism,” he told Ha’aretz on Jan. 28. Bronfman wants to mass slaughter of Palestinians in the refugee camps of Sabra
and Chatila, during the Lebanese Civil War.push Labor Party leaders, such as Knesset Speaker Avraham

Burg, Labor Party leader Yossi Beilin, and Deputy Defense In this darkening situation, a “Jewish resistance to fas-
cism” is beginning to arise in Israel itself!Minister Dalia Rabin Pelossof, to pull the Labor Party out of

Sharon’s national unity government. All three have them-
selves made dramatic statements about the consequences of The Warsaw Ghetto Model

The horror of the IDF studying use of those military meth-Sharon’s policies.
Well-known Israeli journalist Gideon Levy issued an ods, by which the Israelis’ ancestors were annihilated in

Warsaw, sinks in deeper when one looks at the source theyopen letter to Foreign Minister Shimon Peres, a Labor Party
leader, demanding that he leave the government and pull must have consulted. Nazi Major General of Police Jürgen

Stroop, who commanded that annihilation, recorded and leftdown Sharon’s coalition. It has been reported that in cabinet

(continued from previous page) We must recognize that the wildest of the utopian military
and other strategic circles in the U.S.A., as typified by the

is not yet dead in Israel itself. co-thinkers of Zbigniew Brzezinski and Samuel P. Hun-
In such a situation, it would be immoral to take such tington, are, in point of fact, professed universal fascists,

pathways of discretion as to follow the practice of the whose notions of military policy and affairs are modelled,
typically American common gossip, whose disgusting pre- most immediately, on the precedent of the Nazi Waffen-
tenses at morality would take the form of slyly circulating SS.
the rumor that the IDF has expressed such an ongoing However, we must not put the blame on the now safely
intention. Someone must stand up and speak clearly in his defunct Waffen-SS itself. As I have stressed in relevant
own name, saying, “ I accuse!,” pointing directly at the other locations, all modern fascism and its impact in shap-
crime and the criminality at issue. Apparently, so far, the ing military policy, is modelled upon the characteristics of
present government of the U.S.A. will not. Apparently, so the regime of the Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte and his
far, no official spokesmen for either of the two major U.S. nephew. As I have documented this point in earlier loca-
political parties will say, “ I accuse.” Therefore, I must take tions, the original model for fascism, is to be found exactly
on that chore. where Napoleon and his imitators Benito Mussolini and

Adolf Hitler placed them, in the legacy of the Caesars and
On Background the Roman legions.

We must be clear on this matter. The core of the inten- The Roman Praetorian Guard is, together with the
tion by those circles of the IDF to perpetrate such a crime model of the Waffen-SS, at the core of Huntington’s noto-
against humanity, is not an Israeli phenomenon as such. rious version of the doctrine whose precise technical name
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behind a detailed, day-by-day, almost hour-by-hour account synagogue on May 16, 1943: his signal that all the remaining
Jews had been killed or “ removed.”of his strategy and actions during those terrible 28 days in

April-May 1943. The same methods were used again in 1944 against non-
Jewish Polish resistance fighters in Warsaw.In The Stroop Report: “The Warsaw Ghetto Is No

More!,” the psychotic Nazi general describes how his troops
liquidated or deported a population of more than 60,000 Nuremberg War Crimes Evidence

This all chillingly brings to mind the 100 Israeli reservists’remaining Warsaw Jews who were conducting an increasing
armed resistance; 300,000 other Jews had already been de- declaration, quoted above, of what they refuse to take part in

any longer. It throws light on the strategy of walling off theported to concentration camps from Warsaw. Many among
the remaining 60,000 worked in, or managed, arms factories Palestinian area and expelling all Palestinians from Israeli

areas, put forward by Sharon backer Samuel Bronfman, andin the Ghetto, which were supplying the German army. Thus
they could arm themselves; and for the same reason, the reportedly now under discussion by security officials of Shar-

on’s government.German regular army resisted orders from Berlin to de-
port them. If it is the Warsaw Ghetto “war” the IDF is studying, The

Stroop Report is that source. The crazed Nazi general had hisHeinrich Himmler sent Stroop to Warsaw to solve this
“problem” with SS and Nazi police forces. In all his pro- report bound in leather, illustrated, and presented formally to

Himmler as a gift. It was later “presented” in a different sense,nouncements and orders, Stroop referred to all Jews as “ the
armed enemy bandits and terrorists,” and portrayed his units to U.S. Nuremberg Tribunal prosecutor Robert Jackson, who

first made it public. At Nuremberg in 1946 this report—nowas being in heroic and dangerous warfare against this armed
enemy. apparently a tactical tool somewhere within the Israeli De-

fense Forces—was introduced as prime evidence of the worstStroop progressively walled and fenced off the Ghetto,
and began a strategy of destroying it, residential block by war crimes.

Stroop was captured in 1945 by the Soviet Red Army,block. The Nazi troops burned and/or blew up apartment
buildings and shops; as Jews were forced out of them, resis- underwent a personality disintegration during his brief im-

prisonment, was tried for war crimes, and executed.tance fighters were assassinated and the rest immediately de-
ported to camps. Resistance from a building, was sufficient The entire Stroop Report was republished in book form

in 1998—as a warning to today’s nations—by the Holocaustto have the entire block destroyed and burned, cellars pumped
full of poison gas. Electrical and other infrastructure was sys- History Project, and has been translated into English in full

on its website since 1999. On Lyndon LaRouche’s authority,tematically destroyed by Stroop’s forces; sewers where Jews
were hiding were walled and flooded or filled with gas. Stroop this warning has now become a crucial matter of national

morality, and war and peace.saved for last, the ceremonial dynamiting of the Warsaw main

is “universal fascism.” such Israelis and their fellow-travellers not being used by
There must be no sloppiness in our definitions of fas- powerful backers of current utopian fads, such as those

cism. There are, admittedly, echoes of this same Roman fascist dogmas of Brzezinski and Huntington, within the
imperial military tradition in the Spanish Inquisition, in- Americas and Europe. The Middle East is being used as
cluding that removal of the Jews from Spain which prefig- the detonator of an endless, worldwide religious and ethnic
ured the case of both the Warsaw Ghetto, and the similar war; but the bomb attached to that detonator, resides
present operations against the Palestinians. However, the chiefly inside the Anglo-American domain itself. If our
modern fascism of the Napoleons, Mussolini, Mussolini’s dirty nest, inside the English-speaking world, is cleaned
confederate Vladimir Jabotinsky, and Adolf Hitler, and of out, the danger from the Middle East could be controlled.
the circles of the H. Smith Richardson Foundation’s co- If this Middle East detonator explodes in the way it
thinkers and lackeys, are a distinct quality of phenomena. threatens to do, given the fact that the world as a whole
Their leading expression in the U.S. today is found among is now seized by the terminal phase of a global monetary-
circles associated with the Romantic, utopian military and financial collapse, you, personally, sitting inside the
related strategic doctrines and allies of Zbigniew Brzezin- U.S.A., will not have a prayer of living out this crisis
ski, Samuel P. Huntington, and the late Professor William safely.
Yandell Elliott’s Nashville Agrarians. Join me! Stop this horror being unleashed by the

The behavior of the IDF does reflect nominally Jewish Sharon government, while that horror could still be pre-
fascist traditions such as those of Vladimir Jabotinsky; vented. Confront the world with the clear evidence of the
however, these traditions would never have reached the horrid intention behind the crimes of the Ariel Sharon gov-
degree of military and related operations seen today, were ernment.
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